
High-fidelity localized feedback has the potential of providing new 
and unique levels of interaction with a given device. Achieving this 
in a cost-effective reproducible manner has been a challenge in 
modern technology. Past experiments have shown that by using 
the principles of constructive wave interference introduced by time 
offsets it is possible to achieve a position of increased vibration 
displacement at any given location. As new interface form factors 
increasingly incorporate curved surfaces, we now show that these 
same techniques can successfully be applied and mechanically 
coupled with a universal actuation plate.

INTRODUCTION 

A control panel has been affixed to a thick plexiglass “haptic actu-
ation plate” allowing for vibration in the orthogonal direction using 
the TDK PowerHap 15G actuator.  

The TDK PowerHap 15G is a 120 volt driven piezoelectric haptic 
actuator. It was chosen due to its compact package, planar form-
factor, efficiency and cost. These factors make this haptic actua-
tor suitable to be embedded into product interfaces. It can be not-
ed that the PowerHap 15G piezoelectric actuator has been spe-
cifically designed for use in haptic applications, including automo-
tive displays. 

COMPONENTS AND SETUP 

Actua on Plate for Mul -Layered in-Vehicle Control Panel 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 3. Displacement measured from PowerHap 15G actuation. 

Figure 1. Left:  Relief of tactile cues  distinguishable over the control panel slider. Right:  PowerHap 15G 
actuator placed underneath the control panel.  
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Figure 2. PowerHap 15G actuator placement underneath the control pane. 
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For the 10cm mark, each offset maximum between actuator pairs 
is shown, as well as the resulting combination of offsets. With the 
PowerHap 15G actuator the final negative downward displace-
ment at the end of the wave confirms vibration magnification. We 
can expect deconstructive wave interference around the targeted 
area to improve localization. The bottom graph shows us the 
maximum vibration we were able to achieve using specific offsets 
at each given point. The results show an expected curve. 




